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After closing out the worst month of May for stocks since 2010, the markets rebounded going into June.
As has been the case during most of the Trump Administration, the President’s words drove the financial
markets.
Before
that, however, it
appears President
Trump had a positive visit with the
Queen and the
Royal Family in
Britain
and
a
genely non-controversial visit in Europe commemorating D-Day. Upon his return, he was told Mexico
had agreed to his demands for change related to stem the tide of migration into the U.S. through Mexico.
As a consequence, additional tariffs that were to go into effect this week were suspended indefinitely.
The market had been discounting another round in the trade war around the world and were relieved.
A few weeks ago, I said the market would tell us whether there will be a rally in the cannabis group
before the October 21, 2019 election or not. The answer to that question will have an important impact
on how to best invest in the Canadian based cannabis operators moving forward. So far,
I have to report my
interpretation of the
clues being received are mostly negative. If we look at the Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index, it currently
stands at 761.25 and if it drops below the December 21, 2018 low of 758.35, The market will once again
be in long-term downtrend. It seems simplistic to say but a rising trend is a pattern of higher highs and
higher lows. A declining trends is a pattern of lower highs and lower lows. Looking at the chart above
left, the pattern of lower lows will be established if the weeks ahead produce a new low.
Regular readers know I preach following momentum when it diverges from prices and this what has been
happening. So if I had to guess, I would say a breakdown in the trend is nearly inevitable. If that happens,
it simply reiterates the strategy I have been preaching since last fall. Buy the companies with operations
outside of Canada and underweight or reduce exposure to companies operating primarily in Canada.

Both the LTB Licensed Producer Index and the LTB Low-Priced Composite recorded declines last week
with the Licensed Producers outperforming and the Low-Priced group underperforming. Under conditions that reinforce
a strategy that I
have been espousing
for
many
months, it is difficult to see the Licensed Producers
extremely
well.
They have Canadian based operations and the arguing who has more or less seems a little like splitting
the hairs from a dead horse. It is in other sectors that you will find the best cannabis stocks to own. That
is where I am looking and you should be as well.
The charts below are the Marijuana Indexes owned and managed by MJIC. Below left in the chart of
companies with a substantial share of their cannabis business based in Canada while the chart below
right show the performance of those
companies
with
their cannabis business concentrated
in the U.S. In an absolute sense, the
Canadian
based
operators have been declining while the U.S. based operators have been virtually flat. The charts below
measure these trends in a relative fashion, that is, how is one index doing compared to the other? The
first chart to the left
shows the companies with U.S. operations have been
doing better that
the companies with
Canadian operations over the past
year. The chart to the right gives you a longer term perspective showing the operators focused on the
U.S. underperformed for 2016 and 2017 but have recovered generally since 2018. A reader astutely
asked whether a sell-off or bear market in the Canadian group would drag down the other cannabis
stocks at the same time. I explained that in my opinion that was not likely to happened any more than a
decline in the Canadian bank stocks would drag down the U.S. bank stock group.
It occurred to me that readers might think the difference in performance is rather small. However small it
may seem to be, the impact on your accumulated wealth can be enormous. The next chart illustrates the
difference in the amount of retirement capital you will accumulate based on different annual rates of
return you are able to earn.

The base case is a person who saves $300 per month starting
at age 40 and retires and age 65. The rates of return illustrated
range from 9% to 12% per annum and the amounts accumulated vary from just over $300,000 to nearly $500,000. You
can argue about the amounts saved or the years to retirement
or the rates of return but don’t. You risk missing the forest for
the trees. What the chart illustrates and the basic message is
small increases in the return on investment make a big difference in the amount of retirement capital you will have available.
Conclusion: Here are the individual securities in the cannabis group that I think will help you elevate
your rate of return and subsequently your pool of capital at retirement. All of these companies share a
common feature. All are positioned to benefit from the growth in the cannabis industry outside of Canada:
1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF) (OTCQB: TGIFF), Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. (CSE: CGOC),
Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQB: KHRNF), Lexaria (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) and
Sunniva (CSE: SNN) (OTCQB: SNNVF).

Question of the Week
Thank you for sending in your questions and we hope you will keep them coming. It’s your questions
that keep this feature interesting and useful. Send your questions to: ltbletter@gmail.com Include your
initials or a pen name we can use along with your city and country of residence. Questions will be edited
for clarity and brevity.

Question of the Week
“What in the f!#@>*&%!><$*&#+k is happening with Sunniva?”
Many readers from around the world.
Triggering a sell-off in Sunniva Inc. (CSE: SNN) (USOTC: SNNVF) was a research note from Canaccord analyst
Matt Bottomley in which he lowered his target price from $6.00 per share to $4.50 per share and his rating from
SPECULATIVE BUY to HOLD. His reasons were as follows:
1. Total reported revenue was in line with expectations but included $10 million in initial bulk sales which are not
expected to be repeated next quarter.
2. Revenue from Natural Health Services were down 18% and NHS was named in a class action lawsuit.
3. The EBITDA loss was C $.8 million, better than the estimated C $3.6 million forecast.
4. Encouraged management reiterated the completion of the Phase One buildout at Cathedral City.
5. Also cited in a negative light were:
 Management changes impacting Leith Pedersen (President) and Dave Negus (Chief Financial Officer).
 Decision to stop development at Okanagan Falls implying a longer ramp to maturity of Canadian operations
 Relatively low cash position of $1.6 million.
Bottomley is a professional analyst but he works for Canaccord that has a strong retail presence, that is, dealing
with individual investors is an important part of their business. Back in my analyst days when I would make the
sincere statement, “I think the stock is a hold,” some brokers would say to me, “Ted. There are no hold tickets.”

What that meant was a “BUY” recommendation triggered an action to buy something and a “SELL” recommendation triggered an action to sell something but a HOLD recommendation triggered no action at all and, in my day, it
didn’t generate any commissions. Thus for some brokers a stock was either a buy or a sell. If it was no longer a
buy it was automatically a sell. Bottomley’s advice to “hold” might have triggered some Canaccord analysts to sell.
But I do have some differences with Bottomley’s case:
1. As Dr. Anthony Holler explained in his recent interview with me, the College of Physicians and Surgeons
recently changed its policy so that operators such as NHS had to see patients every three months. This
required NHS to call its patients to schedule appointments. This changed the business model for NHS
somewhat and resulted in a period of time when the patients being seen were existing patients in for a
second visit. Holler reported a better balance of patient flow between new and existing people but in any
case, I believe NHS is one of two Canadian assets that will be sold, perhaps soon.
2. I’m not ultimately clear on Bottomley’s statement of a “…longer ramp to maturity of its CA ops….” Unless
maturity means sale of Canadian operations, I am sticking to the idea that the Canadian assets will be gone
sooner rather than later and funds deployed into California operations is ultimately good for shareholders.
In any case, prior to this with SNN trading at $4.15 per and a target of $6.00 meant a potential upside of +44.6%.
Now with the stock at $3.20 and Bottomley’s new target of $4.50 per share implies a potential upside of 40.6%.
So maybe it’s onward and upward admittedly from a much lower level.
In the “Ted Ohashi Lexicon of Investment Terms” there is an expression “GODAMSTCK” that is used in context
with Sunniva as, “When is this God Dam Stck” going to turn around? Soon faithful readers. Soon.

The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio
In an attempt to assist cannabis investors everywhere, Ted Ohashi has initiated a model portfolio that is
available through Investors Hub. The portfolio was started and published on August 10, 2018 with
$100,000. On April 15, 2019, the value of the portfolio was $138,063. If
you would like to follow The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio on a tradeby-trade basis, please follow this (Link) The portfolio is “managed” by
Ted Ohashi, a former financial analyst and mutual fund portfolio manager
and the trading is “audited” by the publisher of The Cannabis Report that
receives notification of trades and publishes the changes on their website
to be read by the followers. The rules governing the model portfolio were
published on iHub and are available by sending a request to thecannabisreportportfolion@gmail.com

Marijuana Matters
I was on the road from Tuesday to Saturday last week with two scheduled appointments and one casual
drop in. I will provide quick summaries here with more detailed reviews to follow.
1933 Industries, Las Vegas, Nevada: the purpose of this visit was to follow up on my
January 25, 2019 visit. I was met by Stan ‘Teddy’ Sullivan, Vice-President, Business Development. Teddy is a bright, young, educated and knowledgeable person who I’m thinking is going to have a bright future with the company. Teddy showed me around this visit.

My goal was to confirm that construction was proceeding as expected. One of the primary functions for
the new building is to be an indoor grow facility for 1933. Indeed the rooms are in the process of being
outfitted ahead of moving in plants. One can see the fittings being put in place for the automated irrigation
and fertigation systems and the electrical needed for lighting and climate control. The flow of material
through the physical site has been well planned and laid out as explained to me by Teddy.
Conclusion: the next 12 to 15 months will highlight significant growth in revenue and profit margins
based on the additional expansion of facilities. I am comfortable that construction will proceed on schedule. Assuming this is correct, I believe 1933 shares are greatly undervalued and should be purchased
aggressively at current levels.
Planet 13, Las Vegas, Nevada: I had a brief time window allowing me to visit the Planet 13 “superstore.”
I used a picture from the website as capturing the sense of this dispensary better that pictures taken on
my cellphone. The ambience is typical Las Vegas. The store is large, loud and glitzy. Security is high in
the sense that you need to sign in providing photo-ID and there
is a highly visible human security presence outside and in. But
beyond that you are issued a pass that allows you move freely
throughout. All cannabis products are behind glass. T-shirts,
hats, golf balls and the like are fairly accessible. Picture taking
is allowed. The music is a little loud for a person of my age
and, truth be known, probably for most people. I was there on
a Tuesday afternoon and it was quite busy. Unlike many jurisdictions, Las Vegas is accustomed to dealing with tourists and is most hospitable. The staff seemed
courteous and well trained to help you with all your cannabis questions. I didn’t experience the purchasing
and payment procedures because I didn’t buy anything but from what I saw, it looked all very easy and
efficient. I’m not sure I was looking the future of dispensaries but I’m sure it’s a perfect fit for Sin City.
Khiron Life Sciences, Bogota, Colombia: this was my fourth visit to Bogota in eighteen months and
the program was very well organized and executed. I have to share my observation that when Khiron
talks about Latin and South America, they are talking about what they have done so far and what they
intend to do in the future. In almost all cases, they are describing things they have already done and most
accomplishments are already substantial.
Unfortunately, I had caught the flu and was coughing and sneezing a lot. I was feeling poorly and so I
thought it better not to expose the other attendees to my germs. As a result, I did not attend the site visit
that required me to sit in tight quarters on a bus and helicopter with the others. Still based on the feedback, I knew things were progressing well.
The first day included a pre-opening visit to a nearby Fedco Store. KHRN has a retail distribution with
Fedco that is the first and most established specialized beauty retailer in Colombia with 22 stores. A presentation on ski n care and
KHRN’s Kuida line of products was led by Andres Galofre, Cofounder and VP Business Development pictured to the left and Elsa
Navarro, Skin Unit Director, pictured to the right. This time I was
reminded that although Kuida enjoys first mover advantage, it was

not a line of products rushed out to be first. Careful scientific study
was undertaken for around a year to ensure Kuida is a product with
real benefits to the consumer. Kuida products are currently offered in
200 retail outlets and are targeting 900 in the near future. There are
advertising and promotion restrictions, some by Internet companies
such as Google and Facebook. So KHRN has gone the old fashioned
way – with kiosks in malls. This has worked well because the only way
you can really prove to someone that the product doesn’t smell like
cannabis is to put it on and try it for yourself. Elsa believes a totally
new product such as Kuida is one that will consistently build a loyal
customer base over time until it is well established in the marketplace.
Chuck Smith, President & CEO of Dixie was also in attendance and enthusiastically expressed his optimism toward distributing Kuida products marketed to persons of Latin and South American heritage in
the United States and to have Dixie products distributed by KHRN in Latin America.
We also heard from Juan Diego Alvarez, Vice President of Regulatory Affairs, pictured to the left, who is
spending the majority of his time on matters outside of Colombia. “JD” is a key part of the team because
he provides input on the approvals necessary for products like Kuida as well as the
regulatory ins and outs of new markets. A new product may require as many as 28
permits prior to approval. I also had the opportunity to meet the security team of four
put together by Matt Murphy, Vice President of Compliance pictured to the right. I haven’t had time to confer with Matt to make
sure I get the spelling of their names correct but I will and I can tell
you they all have strong U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
backgrounds having collectively held senior positions in Mexico, Latin America and
South America. I joked with them that if they did their jobs properly, I may never hear
about them again. I can assure you that security is another of those areas that is well looked after at
Khiron and it should be a source of comfort to everyone that this is the case.
We also heard from the people in charge of developing KHRN’s businesses in Uruguay, Chile, Mexico
and Peru. Members of this group, also known as country managers in product marketing and business
development in their respective areas. Most of these people have not been with KHRN for very long but
the company is committed to hiring locals to manage local affairs. It is also a sign of KHRN’s first mover
advantage that they are able to hire such top quality people for these positions.
To the left is a recent
picture of the grow
facility and to the
right some people
working
on
the
plants. These pictures are taken from
the company website. The largest

structure to the left houses the grow operation while the large, rectangular building on the right is the new
GMP lab and extraction facility. Having the experience of building the first grow facility, KHRN will now
proceed to construct a second one. Construction should require less than six months and cost less than
CA $1 million. The property can house ten such units and there is sufficient water and power to support
them all. The lab and expansion facility will be able to handle and process all the biomass produced.
Expansion at the site should take place rapidly moving forward.
Pictured to the left is Mr. Vicente Fox, Director of Khiron. Fox is the former President of Mexico and strong
advocate for cannabis legalization. Prior to being President, Fox was the Chief Executive Officer of Coca
Cola Latin America. Fox was a keynote speaker at lunch and is an
outstanding ambassador for Khiron and cannabis. Pictured to the
right is Chris Naprawa, President of KHRN. While Chris did not
have a specific speaking spot, his presence was felt everywhere
and did an outstanding job over the previous twelve months as we
find the company with over $50 million in cash and in the position
of having 30% of the KHRN owned by insiders.
Alvaro Torres, Chief Executive Officer, is pictured to the left. To my way of thinking Alvaro is the person
who has been most instrumental in the success enjoyed by KHRN to date. The employees will joke that
Alvaro knew every one of them by name and could tell you a little
bit about every person a year ago when there were only 20 people.
They say he can do the same today when there are 250 people. I
included a picture of Canadian and Director Mark Monaghan because I think it is important to report that at the meeting, Alvaro
pointed out Mark as the person who really made it all happen.
What Alvaro meant was around two years ago when no one else could do it, Mark and current Chief
Financial Officer and also Canadian Darren Collins raised the first two million dollars of equity that got
Khiron started.
Conclusion: it has been truly an amazing year and it was, in a way, KHRN’s first full year of real operations. When you consider the number of real people and their real accomplishments I find it incredible
that the stock can still be purchased at these low prices. I believe the year ahead will be comparable in
terms of achievements and accomplishments for KHRN. That is why I believe every reader should own
between a little and a lot of this rare growth opportunity.

Breaking & Corporate News
1933 Industries Inc. (CSE: TGIF) (OTCQX: TGIFF) announces the appointments of Ms. Ester Vigil as
President and Mr. Caleb Zobrist as Executive Vice President, effective immediately. Ms. Vigil will have
oversight of sales and marketing, with the aim of establishing 1933’s wellness products as the premier
cannabis and CBD brands in the marketplace. Ms. Vigil is a skilled marketer and brings more than 17 years’
experience in the cosmetics industry, having worked for companies such as Peter Thomas Roth and
Sephora. During her tenure as Vice President with 1933 Industries, she was responsible for all sales initiatives, client management, education, and marketing across all sales channels for the Company’s Alternative

Medicine Association (“AMA”) and Infused MFG. (“Infused”) cannabis and CBD lines. A native of Iceland,
Ms. Vigil immigrated to the United States in 2001 and received her citizenship in 2010.
Mr. Chris Rebentisch, CEO said, “Ester joined Infused in 2017 and quickly established herself as a leader
in the Company and industry. She has been the driving force behind the impressive growth of the Canna
Hemp™ line of wellness products to over 700 retail outlets across 46 US states. Ester’s vision and leadership, coupled with her solid background and experience will help us bring our hemp and CBD products to
the mainstream marketplace.”
Ms. Vigil said, “Understanding our customers has been the key to our success. My primary goal will be to
build a brand that people can trust. We aim to offer best of breed, all natural products that have wide market
acceptance, have a positive effective on our lives and meet the needs of all consumers, young and old.”
As Executive Vice President, Mr. Zobrist will oversee the implementation of the strategic plans to establish
TGIF as a reliable innovator in the cannabis space. As a proven leader, Mr. Zobrist will be charged to direct
all mid-level leadership to ensure stability and consistency throughout the organization, which will be crucial
during the Company’s current rapid growth. Mr. Zobrist has been a licensed attorney in Nevada since 2009,
working on numerous mergers and acquisitions for private and public companies. He has represented cannabis companies in Nevada since the state's launch of its legal medical marijuana program in 2014 and
joined the Company in 2018 as Vice President and General Counsel.
TGIF continues to build and consolidate the management team in Nevada affirming its position as a U.S.
based and operating cannabis company. I think there is significant potential for investors in TGIF as the
shares seem undervalued relative to the sales and profitability potential in 2019 and 2020. As mentioned
above, I recently visited the expanded operations of 1933 in Las Vegas and progress is very much in line
with general investor expectation guidance.

Applications Watch
One new Licensed Producer brings total to 180. PALM GARDENS LTD. Added in Alberta to cultivate, sell
and process cannabis. The total number of licenses issued remains at 180 and over 40 public companies
are LPs or own an interest in one or more LPs. Licensed producers by province are Ontario (86 or 48%),
British Columbia (38 or 21%), Alberta (16 or 9%), Quebec (14 or 8%), Nova Scotia (7 or 4%), Saskatchewan (5 or 3%), New Brunswick (4 or 2%), Manitoba (2 or 1%), Prince Edward Island (2 or 1%) and
Newfoundland and Labrador (2 or 1%). Percent totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding. For a
complete list of LPs and related information, Ctrl-Click (here)

Interview With Dr. Anthony Holler, CEO Sunniva, Inc.
May 15, 2019 |
Summary
I wanted to clarify some of the milestone dates that had been missed by Sunniva so I sought clarification from
Dr. Anthony Holler, CEO. Instead of spinning off Canadian assets, SNN will sell the Okanagan Falls property
and National Health Services. He expects this to be completed this summer. Acknowledging and explaining
delays, Holler believes Cathedral City construction will be finished this summer, equipment installed and

tested by Fall, grow room planting started and concluded by Q1 2020. He admits being frustrated by the
delays as well but is confident of this timeline and believes Cathedral City will be the most advanced grow
operation in the world.
This timeline together with the expectation of $72 to $78 million of revenue from SNN branded products
means the stock is significantly undervalued in my opinion.
On May 6, 2019 I interviewed Dr. Anthony Holler, a Co-founder, Chairman of the
Board
and
Chief
Executive
Officer
of
Sunniva
Inc. (OTCQB: SNNVF) (CSE: SNN) Dr. Holler is the Independent Chairman of CRH
Medical Corporation. Dr. Holler was a co-founder and served as a Director of ID Biomedical from March 1991 and Chief Executive Officer at ID Biomedical Corporation
from March 2001 to December 2005 and also served as its President. ID Biomedical
was a leader in high quality, low-cost manufacturing of flu vaccines that was sold to
GlaxoSmithKline in 2005 for $1.7 billion. He has served as an officer and director of
many other private and public companies.
Dr. Holler invests in and takes an active role in every company he works with. He is engaged full time by
Sunniva with a focus on increasing shareholder value.
Dr. Holler served as an Emergency physician at University Hospital at the University of British Columbia. Dr.
Holler is a Member of the British Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons. He holds a Bachelor of
Science and a Medical Degree from the University of British Columbia.
I started by asking him about the Canadian assets…
Ohashi: let me start by asking about the Canadian assets. I understand canceling the spinout because it
doesn’t really meet your requirements now that you are focussed on California. In your recent conference
call, the Okanagan Falls project was described as “suspended.” That’s sort of in limbo.
Holler: some time ago we concluded operating in California will create more shareholder value than anything
we can do in Canada. So our objective is to sell the Canadian assets and use the money to expand our
California operations.
Ohashi: at this point, the Canadian assets are the Okanagan Falls property and Natural Health Services. Is
that correct? And it’s not a package deal. You will sell one independent of the other?
Holler: yes, we’ve had interest expressed in them as individual assets.
Ohashi: how much are you into Okanagan Falls for?
Holler: I would say on the books by the time you take into account the property, the design, architecture, and
engineering – we’re probably into it for $20 million.
Ohashi: and you’re not going to get that out of it, right?
Holler: Well, I wouldn’t say that. If you’re interested in building out the property and there are parties looking
at it that way, the design, contracts we have with engineering firms and suppliers – all those things are critically
important. I don’t want to discuss specifics because we’re into discussions but you won’t have long to wait.
Ohashi: I have felt all along that National Health Services is a valuable enterprise. It has over 100,000 patients on its active list and at different points in time, it has had up to one-third of all patients registered with
Health Canada. I don’t understand why Canopy or Aurora or any of the big guys aren’t falling over themselves
to grab this business.
Holler: two years ago, I think I would have agreed with you. Now the College of Physicians and Surgeons in
the provinces are basically saying, “We would never allow a pharmaceutical company to set up and sell their

drugs directly to patients.” So I think we are going to see regulations saying you have to be agnostic to
product, that is, an NHS cannot push one LPs product. This was built into our plan when we were looking at
producing our own cannabis in Canada. We always planned to have, say, 20 different producers represented
and we would be one. So the landscape is changing. Basically, what the College has been saying leads me
to believe there are regulations coming. I don’t know why the College would allow a cannabis grower to sell
directly to a patient when they don’t allow it with any other drug.
I agree the clinics are valuable but more to clinic operators. So there are a couple of things we are doing to
improve the clinic business. We’ve aligned with UNIFOR, the largest private sector union in Canada, to educate their over 300,000 members and we’re working with some pharmacy chains to be their preferred referral
for cannabis patients. For these reasons, I think the parties interested in NHS are companies that are in the
clinic business already. Some Licensed Producers have gone into operating their own clinics so we’ll have to
see how that all turns out. But I’ll say again, you won’t have long to wait.
Ohashi: the last I saw your patient numbers were over 100,000. Is that still where you are?
Holler: yes. Last year our patient numbers dipped because the College of Physicians and Surgeons said if
you’re going to prescribe medical cannabis to your patients, you have to see your patients every three months.
So we had to contact all our existing patients and tell them about the new rule and ask them to come in every
three months. We had to do a lot of catch up. Now our numbers are growing again because we have a healthy
balance between seeing existing patients and new patients.
Ohashi: if we cut to the chase do you think you’ll be able to sell your Canadian assets this year? In 2019?
Holler: absolutely! My gut feeling is these assets will be sold a lot sooner than that.
Ohashi: okay. Well, its early May already….
Holler: true but we’ve been working on this for a while and we do have interested parties.
Ohashi: the California operation is coming up on a year behind schedule. When I visited Cathedral City
around a year ago and went through the plans in detail, it struck me as a highly automated system. But that
also makes it complex to build. What is your view on the Cathedral City campus today?
Holler: I’m completely convinced we are doing the right thing with this facility. For example, I met with a
consultant in Holland and we were discussing capital costs and cost overruns and he said, “Yes. But at least
you’re doing the right thing. I consult to a number of operators who are converting large greenhouses and the
problems with that are no secret. They are not airtight units like yours will be.” What he was saying is a
converted greenhouse is growing inside a glass house. Our facility is completely airtight. I doesn’t allow contamination from external sources. We totally control what comes in and what goes out of our facility. They tell
me, “Tony, you’re having some start-up issues and that’s frustrating. But in the end you’re doing the right
things and you’ll be very happy.”
Here’s the other thing people have said to us. Because we have such tight controls, over time the quality of
our product and the yield from the facility will improve.
Ohashi: let’s not skip over that because it’s important. What they are saying is because of the precise controls
you have, over time the tweaks you make to temperature, humidity, nutrients and so on will improve your
yield. You’ll not only get higher quality product, you’ll get more of it.
Holler: that’s right. I visited one of the largest tomato growing greenhouses in Holland. The person showing
me the facility explained that the production from the facility has increased fourfold since they have operated
it because they used diffused glass so the light comes in from everywhere plus technology that controls what
happens to the plants and so on. He said we should get bigger numbers than we are estimating because our
forecasts are based on what other people are doing right now. I think we are going to find with cannabis what
those tomato growers experienced. This will come more slowly after we’ve been operating and fine-tuning for
a while but we will be like those tomato growers who were stunned by the large number of tomatoes they are
getting out of the same facility.

Because of the ability we have given the computerized nature of our operation, we can go back and look at
a particularly good or not so good crop and ask ourselves why that happened. We can learn to do more of
what was good and less of what was not so good and I don’t think most people appreciate this potential.
Ohashi: But as I look at the California campus, it’s a year late or pretty close to it.
Holler: that’s correct. I don’t like pointing fingers but no one has built a facility like this before. Yes, there were
some mistakes made over the construction period. There were also changes to the design. For example, we
had two groups of consultants in to review cooling which is very important in Palm Springs. Losing one crop
can cost millions of dollars. One Dutch consultant didn’t like the cooling system that was recommended. They
said, “It might work. But you’re taking a large risk on a $100 million facility.” Then Barker Pacific brought in
their own consultant and they agreed we were taking a huge risk. That led to changes that might end up
costing an extra $15 to $20 million but we are now guaranteed that we can cool the facility even if the temperature goes up to 50 Celsius which can happen sometimes in Palm Springs.
As I keep saying none of this technology is new. It’s being used in many other places in growing. We have to
fine tune it for cannabis. When that tweaking is complete and the facility is up and running, this is going to be
the model for growing cannabis in the world. No one is going to have a facility that matches ours. Our people
are going to be sitting at their computers and any problems are going to be identified instantaneously so we
can correct it right away.
Ohashi: you were drawing some parallels between what you’re doing in California and what you did with ID
Biomedical (IDB) that turned out to exceptionally successful and a big winner for investors….
Holler: with IDB, we built a high technology production facility for flu vaccines. The capital cost was considerably higher than what we’re spending in Cathedral City. When we finished, it was the most sophisticated
and most efficient, large capacity facility in the world. The result was that GlaxoSmithKline purchased IDB for
$1.7 billion. I saw a similar opportunity in cannabis and that is what Sunniva is all about. I’ve been here before.
Ohashi: so you are confident in your current timelines for Cathedral City?
Holler: In the last four months we have really concentrated on asking our consultants to give us a final timeline and a final budget estimate. For instance, we are contributing an extra $10.5 million and I would argue
that we don’t have to do that. But it was our commitment to the project and everyone working on it. And in a
practical sense, it was more important for us to get this facility completed than spend time arguing about the
$10.5 million. So we are comfortable with our expectations for time and money on the project because we
have gone through and questioned everything. We expect the building will be completed at the beginning of
July. Then we have to bring all the equipment on stream and test it to make sure we meet all the standards
we have committed to. But I am very confident in our timeline and if there is any variance it will be measured
in weeks, in my opinion.
Ohashi: now the original plan was to plant one room at a time…
Holler: that’s correct. We currently forecast that the final room will be planted by the end of the first quarter
of 2020 and from that point onward, we will be on a continuous harvesting cycle. We’ve had a number of
sophisticated growers in California come through our facility even though it’s not complete and every one of
them has said to us, “This is the future of growing high quality, premium cannabis.” The proof of that will be
people who want us to grow this top of the line product for them and you will see evidence of this sooner
rather than later.
Ohashi: I visited the site around a year ago and went through the plan in detail. One of the things that struck
me is that it is a very complex operation. Everything is automated. I mean you could almost run that place
without humans.
Holler: certainly the greenhouse will probably operate with one person per 22,000 square foot bay. Eight to
ten people will run the whole grow facility. The reason they can do that is on their computer monitors they get
minute to minute verification of things like humidity and the nutrients the plants are receiving. That’s why I’m

so convinced that once this facility is operating it will do everything the manufacturer said. Remember every
system that we are using in this greenhouse is being used in a growing facility somewhere. What we have
done is put them together in a way that is ideal for growing cannabis. These are all tested systems. The one
thing I said when it was being planned is, “I don’t want new technology. I want technology that is proven in
the industry.”
Ohashi: when the operation is up and running, you are talking about a base cost of $.50 per gram and an all
in cost of just over a dollar?
Holler: that’s right. A cultivation cost of $.50 per gram and you add in state and local taxes that are $.30 a
gram and amortizing the lease cost and so on. These are all real costs of operating that takes it up to $1.15
per gram.
Ohashi: and that gives you a very high-grade product…
Holler: we expect to have the highest grade product in the market place.
Ohashi: does that really matter when the end result is an extract? An oil?
Holler: in California, there is a large and premium market for top quality flower. There are perhaps three
markets. Oil is becoming more popular with the new user many of whom are young women. They want a very
discreet vaporizer that can be used very privately without any smell and so on. But the other market is what
might be called the legacy user. That person still likes the smoke and the aroma. It’s all part of the experience
for them. Third, it’s important to remember the medical cannabis user wants to know their medicine is being
made with the highest quality inputs.
Ohashi: any final thoughts?
Holler: I’m really excited about where we sit today. Our facility will allow us to work very scientifically. We can
change one thing and see what happens. If that doesn’t work, we can change something else and see what
happens. My background is in the biopharmaceutical industry and that’s how we optimize production and I
don’t think it’s going to be any different with cannabis. I think people are now very close to being able to see
some of these things at work. When they do, everyone will appreciate that this facility raises cannabis growing
to another level.
I really understand your frustration and that of investors. The one thing I can tell you is no one is more frustrated than I am. I feel that frustration every day. I truly get it. But we’re on the right track. Here’s why I am
able to sleep at night. I talk to sophisticated people who come to our California facility and I complain that it’s
taking twice as long and costing twice as much and they always say, “Yeah Tony but you know what? In the
end, you’re doing the right thing. You’re not going to have these massive crop failures that you’re seeing in
the Fraser Valley where they can’t control anything.”
When I think “Oh man, it’s a headache because of the time we’ve taken and the money we’ve spent, my
consolation is I’m completely convinced that when this facility is completed it’s going to be the best grow
facility in the world.”
Conclusion: In my opinion, Dr. Holler is a very credible person. As a
result, I think we are on the verge of seeing some positive results out of
Cathedral City. It was my choice to center this discussion on what is
happening at the grow facility. But assuming we move forward as Holler
says, other good things happen. We shouldn’t forget, SNNVF has provided guidance that sales from branded products should be in the range
of CAN $72 to $78 million this year based on production using biomass
purchased from other growers. As purchased cannabis is displaced by
Sunniva produced cannabis, profit margins will improve and the bottom line will grow rapidly. Finally, let’s not
forget this is California. I reported last week that Health Canada issued its 177 th license and while not all of
those are licenses to grow, California has a small fraction of that in terms of fully compliant growers. Sunniva

has the opportunity to become one of the dominant players in a market larger than Canada. As we move
ahead from here, I expect operating results will make this clear and investors will clamber in.
One year, three years, even a decade from now, are you going to be saying, “I woulda, coulda, shoulda….”
or will you be one of those who punched their ticket for a ride on the SNNVF gravy train?”
Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within the
next 72 hours.
Khiron Life Sciences Is The Real Deal
Summary
The Hindenburg/QCM Aphria (TSX: APHA) report cast doubt on their people and properties in Jamaica
and Latin America. Consequently, investors began to doubt the management and operations of Khiron
(TSXV: KHRN).
I discuss Khiron's management and properties. I've met many of their key people at the head office and I
have visited the cannabis grow property. Khiron is the "Real Deal.".
The short seller's attack exacerbated an already declining cannabis stock market as Aphria crashed, the
market sold down and investors sold KHRN in sympathy.
If only 10% of the Hindenburg/QCM claims are correct, I think APHA faces a long and difficult road back.
If the allegations prove substantially accurate, APHA could be in serious trouble.
KHRN faces no such issues. In fact, 2018 should be an outstanding year as the ILANS acquisition is
expected to add at least $10 million to revenue, sales of cosmeceutical branded 'Kuida' have commenced
and sales of medical cannabis will begin. With a market cap of under $100 million, the APHA crash has
created a KHRN opportunity offering outstanding prospective returns to investors.
I guess you have to conclude that this is a “Missouri Market,” that is, a show me stock market. The controversy surrounding Aphria and their investments in Latin America as described in a Seeking Alpha
publication by Hindenburg Research titled “Aphria – A Shell Game with a Cannabis Business on the Side”
(read full report here) and a presentation by Gabriel Grego of Quintessential Capital Management (QCM)
at a short seller’s conference on December 3, 2018, (see presentation here) have resulted in investors
questioning the nature and value of Khiron’s assets in Colombia.
Well, I’ve been there and seen that and I can tell you Khiron (TSXV: KHRN) management and assets are
nothing like what has been represented about Aphria’s LATAM management and assets in the Hindenburg and Quintessential reports. In fact, I don’t think Khiron was mentioned once in those stories and if
they had been, there would have had nothing negative to report.
I was last there in October 2018 at which time I visited their offices located in Bogota. First, there is
security you need to pass to enter the lobby of their
office building. There are security people that check
your credentials before you can pass through the
turnstiles into the lobby. Paola Ricardo of Khiron
cleared me into the lobby, but the security people
still checked my passport. Paola took me up to Khiron’s offices in the secure elevator. These pictures are
more recent.

KHRN’s office is as modern and more secure than most you would find in a major city in North America.
The offices are laid out in open configuration to encourage communication among employees. I was
impressed by the fact that founder and CEO Alvaro Torres' office was with
everyone else in the open layout. There is a boardroom for meetings, bathrooms, a lunchroom for everyone, a few smaller enclosed offices for smaller
groups to meet privately and even one tiny room if
you need to have a private telephone conversation.
There were around two dozen employees at work
that day, some of whom I met on an earlier visit.
The purpose of this trip was twofold. First, a visit to the offices of the Latin American Institute of Neurology
and the Nervous System (ILANS), one of the fastest growing and largest health service
provider networks in Colombia and Latin America.The ILANS network represents an
estimated 100,000 patients that had audited 2017 sales of approximately $10.5 million
and EBITDA of $1.8 million. We visited the main ILANS clinic in Bogota, saw staff and
patients in the offices and waiting room and had a short presentation by Dr. Jairo Espinoza, neurosurgeon and founder of ILANS. Dr. Espinoza described how ILANS fits into
KHRN’s marketing plans and everyone was impressed with his expectation for ILANS growth in 2018 and beyond.
Khiron
has since concluded a definitive agreement for the acquisition of ILANS.
Second, I attended and visited the Khiron booth at the XVII Feria de Belleza y Salud
which introduced their Kuida line of CBD infused cosmeceuticals. This is the largest
health and beauty conference in Colombia attracting more than 55,000 attendees to
discover new products and the latest trends in the industry. There was consistent
traffic flow through the booth. I was also invited to the launch party held at a major
hotel in Bogota attended by several hundred interested cosmetics industry people,
some of whom I met and talked to in a cocktail party setting. The Kuida project is the
responsibility
of Andrés Galofre, Vice President of Commercial.
On a previous trip, I visited their grow facility that
was at an earlier stage of construction. KHRN has
an outstanding property with natural security and
ample room for expansion which they have taken
advantage of since.
On my most recent visit, I met with founder and CEO Alvaro Torres for around an hour as he went through
in detail what has been done and still needed to be done at the property. The photographs above show
the construction at a recent date.
Finally, I would like to say, “If you don’t believe me….”

Vincente Fox, former President of Mexico and head of Coca-Cola’s Latin American operations before that chose to join Khiron’s board of directors and as recently as this
week was on BNN representing the company. Would Fox choose to join a ramshackle
business as depicted in the Hindenburg Report? No, he would not.

I have met and spoken with Matt Murphy, Vice President of Compliance who spent 25
years as a Career Special Agent with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency. Matt has been
interviewed on 60 Minutes as an expert on drug law enforcement. Would Matt join a business described in the Hindenburg report? No, he would not.

Juan Diego Alvarez is Khiron’s Chief Regulatory Officer, who is the recognized cannabis regulatory expert in Colombia and Latin America and a Professor of Law at the
University of Los Andes. Would he? No, he would not.

Chris Naprawa is the President of Khiron and has extensive investment banking experience. He was Partner at Sprott Capital Partners, a senior position with one of
Canada’s most prestigious resource investment banking companies. Same question;
same answer.

Alvaro Torres is the person most responsible for putting Khiron together. Alvaro has over
15 years of experience in the Latin American market, including infrastructure projects and
project finance, management strategy, team development, and mergers and acquisitions.
Mr. Torres was previously head of business development for SNC-Lavalin, Colombia.
This high caliber team of executives chose Khiron because it is not a LATAM company
described by Hindenburg.
Conclusion: it seems clear Khiron’s stock price has suffered from the doubt created by the alleged descriptions of Aphria’s Latin American operations in the Hindenburg report. Clearly, KHRN's offices, operations and management team are significant and real. It is unfortunate that the cannabis group stock
correction currently driven by the Hindenburg/QCM report has also negatively impacted KHRN. But if you
believe in Khiron and its people, then you have to conclude the oversold position of the stock represents
a major buying opportunity.

The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio
April 15, 2019
Highlights: all currency references in this report are Canadian dollars except where noted otherwise.
 The Portfolio gave up 6.2% last week compared to a -1.9% decline for the Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite. The portfolio closed with a value of $138,063 that is up +38.1% over a starting value
of $100,000 on August 10, 2018.
 I remain concerned about the political scene in Canada that could have serious
consequences for cannabis investors. I sit grinding my teeth as I watch Justin
Trudeau, our Prime Minister, self-destruct in the media paving the way for a potential return to power of the anti-cannabis Conservative Party. The politics here
are as unattractive for cannabis investors as the U.S. political scene is attractive.
 For our non-Canadian, non-National Hockey League fans, pictured to the right is
Don Cherry, well known colour commentator on televised hockey games. He is known to locals for his
outrageous clothing and comments. Recently he said, “I preferred the time in Canada when the Prime
Minister and the Village Idiot were two different people.” I don’t agree with much Cherry has to say but
I am behind him 100% on this statement. I will be watching the political polls very carefully as we move
toward an October 21, 2019 federal election.
 The chart to the below left shows the Cannabis Report Model Portfolio since inception. The chart to
the right shows the portfolio relative to the benchmark Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index. The charts show the portfolio has performed very well in both an absolute and relative sense. The
annualized return shown in the model portfolio chart is almost 60%. After a sharp advance in price,
many of the stocks in our portfolio have been consolidating but as I explain below, there is reason to
anticipate a recovery.

 In the meantime, I am putting the finishing touches on a new idea for the portfolio which I consider to
be a “special situation.” I you like buying dollars at a discount, don’t miss this one.
Week in Review:
For the week ended March 29, 2019:
The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio

- 6.2%

Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index

+ 1.9%

S&P/TSX Composite

+ 0.5%

Dow Jones Industrial Average

- 0.0%

Since inception on August 10, 2018:
The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio

+38.1%

Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index

- 6.0%

S&P/TSX Composite

+ 0.9%

Dow Jones Industrial Average

+ 4.3%

 Khiron (TSXV: KHRN) continues to be the largest holding in the portfolio at 32.8% followed by Sunniva
(CSE: SNN) at 14.7%. Last week, KHRN reported an update that establishes they are a multi-country
licensed grower and when they close the NettaGrowth acquisition that is agreed to, they will be growing or licensed in Colombia, Chile and Uruguay, I consider them assured for Mexico when legislation
being considered by the government is passed and they have prepared the way for entry to Brazil
and Europe. With each passing week, KHRN extends its leadership in Latin/Central America. If this
is true, the stock should be trading much higher based on what they have already accomplished and
they are just getting started. Sunniva also presents an opportunity in my mind. There are always
people who believe there is a cloud behind every silver lining. Last week SNN issued a preliminary
report to let shareholders know they had a record $14.0 million in sales of Sunniva branded products
in California and gave guidance that they expect sales of the same branded products to reach $72 to
$78 million in 2019. The rumour started that SNN didn’t issue a preliminary report on the fourth quarter
because they are hiding something. If SNN corrected because of what amounts to a false rumour, it
creates a buying opportunity.
 The smallest position at the end of the week was Canopy Growth (TSX: WEED) (NYSE: CGC) at
4.1% followed by Lexaria (CSE: LXX) at 9.8%.
 The top performer in a down week last week was LXX with a decline of -0.6% followed by TGIF at 2.0%. The two stocks that lagged the most were KHRN that corrected -11.6% and SNN that came
back -11.3%. Given that part of this correction seemed to be related to a false rumour, I think this is
a most opportune time to buy.
 The cash position stood at $33,744 or 24.4% of the portfolio. As I said, I am on the verge of adding a
new name to the portfolio that will use some of the cash.
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Here is a rundown on the holdings in the portfolio:
1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF): TGIF has three distinct operations. First, a 91% owned subsidiary, Alternative
Medicine Association (AMA) owns and operates a licensed medical and adult use marijuana cultivation and
production facility in Las Vegas, Nevada and produces its own line of cannabis-based extracts. In fiscal
2018, AMA contributed 65% of revenue. Second, Infused MFG is also a 91% owned subsidiary based in
Nevada. Infused MFG provides legal hemp-derived and cannabidiol (or CBD) products. After the passage
of the Farm Bill, Infused MFG announced plans to begin processing hemp into CBD extracts for the production of an array of oils and other products. CBD production by Infused from hemp is expected to increase
tenfold. Infused MFG contributed 34% of first quarter revenue. Recently, TGIF entered an agreement to
purchase the 9% of IMFG it does not own. Third, Spire Global Consulting is a consulting company that
provides services related to security, intelligence and due diligence. Recently TGIF announced it is accelerating sales of Infused MFG hemp/CBD wellness products into 46 states through 600 stores of which 250
are in California, Nevada, Arizona and Colorado.
Using my back of the napkin timeline, this means the new facility will start loading the pipeline around
June/July and will reach full capacity in the fall. Starting in the third quarter we should see revenues start
to build and reach a full capacity run rate during the fourth quarter. I believe this is an excellent time to
be buying the stock in anticipation of the events described above. You don’t want to wait until full capacity
is reached. Never forget, it wasn’t raining when Noah started building his ark.
Canopy Growth (NYSE: CGC) (TSX: WEED): is a core holding in our portfolio. It is the largest Canadian
cannabis company by market cap and offers a full portfolio of operations in both domestic and international
markets. The company just reported a 282% increase in third quarter sales that includes revenues of recreational cannabis into the Canadian market. The bottom line results were down as a result of non-operating
costs. It is worth noting the company reported it still has approximately $5 million in cash from the Constellation investment. Although top line revenues were positive, bottom line losses have confused the market. But
a large part of the loss was not related the cannabis operations. I think the marketing and branding agreement

with Martha Stewart is a coup for WEED. This week, Canopy announced the acquisition of AgriNextUSA that
will boost their U.S. hemp footprint. WEED continues to add to its list of celebrity business relationships. First
was Snoop Dogg, then came Martha Stewart and now Seth Rogan and his cannabis brand Houseplant.
WEED will be added to the S&P/TSX60 Index (TSX60). The TSX60 combined with the S&P/TSX Completion
Index forms the S&P/TSX Composite Index. The inclusion of WEED in the TSX60 is an acknowledgement of
the success of the company but it is not the only reason WEED shares were up over 5% on the news. There
are exchange traded funds (ETFs) that will now buy WEED shares to keep their portfolios in line with the
index. Examples of ETFs effected include the S&P TSX 60 Index ETF (TSX: XIU) and the Horizons S&P TSX
60 Index ETF (TSX: HXT). In addition there are many private funds, sometimes referred to as closet index
funds that mimic the TSX60 to some degree.
Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN): is a vertically diversified cannabis company in Colombia, South America. I think 2019 will be the year that KHRN begins to produce strong revenues from initial harvests at their
Colombian grow facility, ILANS will generate approximately $12 million in revenue and sales of the Kuida®
line of CBD cosmeceuticals in Colombia and starting in Mexico, Peru and additional Latin American markets.
KHRN is in a strong financial position. Recently, KHRN announced it has signed a binding Letter of Intent to
acquire 100% of NettaGrowth International which paves the way for entry into Uruguay and Southern Brazil
and possibly the European Union. The company also recently announced a Joint Venture agreement with
Dixie Brands (CSE: DIXI) under which KHRN will market DIXI’s extensive line of cannabis infused products
in Latin America and DIXI will market KHRN’s Kuida® line of wellness products to the Spanish population in
the United States. Last week, KHRN reported that all licensees of CBD products in Mexico will be asked to
reapply. I liken this to a similar event in Colombia following last year’s election.
When the NettaGrowth acquisition closes, KHRN will expand its multi-country licensed grower status with
Uruguay joining Colombia and Chile and brings with it possible entry into Brazil and Europe. Mexico will
follow when the new government passes a legalization proposal it has already tabled. In addition, Kuida®
CBD products will be marketed in the U.S. and KHRN will have over 100 Dixie Brands CBD products to
distribute in Latin America. This confirms what I said last week. The leader by far in the cannabis industry
in Latin/South America. Investors who do not own KHRN should take advantage of the recent dip in the
stock price to initiate positions. Those who already own KHRN should consider adding to their holdings
if possible and at the very least hold on pending an expected stock price recovery.
Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP): their DehyrdraTECHTM technology provides greatly improved bioavailability of cannabis, vitamins, certain pain killers and nicotine. LXX is building an unmatched
base of rigorous scientific evidence backed up by a portfolio of patents to protect the technology. Recently,
LXRP announced plans for ChrgD+, a product that incorporates multi-spectrum hemp oil processed using the
patented DehydraTECHTM technology that allows effective delivery of hemp oil into any existing beverage,
hot or cold. I believe this will be disruptive to the direction of the cannabis infused beverage industry. Rather
than offering a specific cannabis beverage, ChrgD+ will give the consumer the option of introducing cannabis
into the drink of their choice once it is legal. Final tweaks to the product should be completed by the end of
this year and a commercial product ready by the early months of 2019. LXX is the kind of company where we
will wake up one morning and find they have concluded a massive licensing contract with a major. It happened
recently with news that LXRP had made a research and development deal with Altria (NYSE: MO), the world’s
largest tobacco company. In a nutshell, LXRP sold the right for Altria to buy the rights for the DehydraTECH TM
technology for use with nicotine. This week we were reminded again that one of LXX’s strength is backing up
their ideas with scientific results that leads to improving the value of their Intellectual property. I interviewed

Chris Bunka recently and the research plan with Altria is progressing as expected and is also having a positive
impact on the rest of LXRP’s business.
Sunniva (CSE: SNN) (USOTC: SNNVF): a potential leader in the California market with excellent prospects
in Canada as well. SNN is a great 2019 story that is extremely depressed because the timing of some 2018
milestones were pushed ahead into 2019. But with U.S. revenues about to surge as initial crops are harvested
from its U.S. grow facility as well as its oil extraction facility, the company awaiting a strategic plan ahead for
its Canadian operations that I think will see a somewhat scaled back operation that will produce revenue and
positive EBITDA sooner. In addition there is the planned spinout of the Canadian assets to existing shareholders that we should gain clarity of shortly. Recently, SNN reported a class action suit has been initiated
related to the loss of patient health data to suspected computer hacking at Natural Health Services. Management reports they take the matter very seriously and it is under investigation. Last week, SNN reported first
quarter revenue of $14.0 million, up 169% over the same quarter a year ago. Just as important, management
provided guidance that revenue from SNN branded product sales in California is expected to be in the range
of $72 - $78 million. SNN was weak toward the end of the week and I picked up a rumour that management
is hiding some negative news in the fourth quarter report. This is nonsense. I conclude this means last week’s
price dip is an opportunity to buy.
Cash at 24.4% is comfortable for the time being. It allows for the addition of another name into the portfolio
that I believe is the most probable outcome in the short run.
Where We Are In The Cannabis Stock Market Cycle - An Update
Summary
In February, I outlined where we were in the cannabis stock market cycle. I said we were transitioning
from the Dynamic Phase to the Trading Phase of the Bull Market.
Clearly, we are in the Trading Phase, and we are closer to the Bear Market. I explain why I think we are
still in the bullish phase.
Constellation/Canopy II triggered a strong rally, but nothing like version one. We currently sit near the end
of a sharp correction, and the market needs another "event."
We think that such an event is on the horizon, with President Trump acting on his own or another investment by a major into a leading cannabis company.
As a result, an update of the stocks I follow show many of them offer a trading opportunity from current
levels.
Summary
In February 2018, I observed the cannabis stocks were transitioning from the first stage of the bull market
to the second stage. I said investors should adjust their portfolio strategy.
I explained my view that the stock market and cannabis stock market cycle can be separated into three
stages:
1. The first is the bull market dynamic phase, which is an uptrend with few corrections.
2. The second stage is the trading phase during which prices still rise but at a slower overall rate of gain
and increased volatility.
3. The third stage is the bear market that is a downtrend with few rallies of any size. Bear markets are
shorter than bull markets and do not give back all of the previous bull market gains.

Today, I think it is clear that we are in stage two, and we may be transitioning into stage three or the Bear
market. I realize the "B" word might strike fear into the heart of investors, but don't let it happen. This is
nothing more than another transition that implies a different set of policies that should guide your investment strategy.
Let's quickly review and update the market cycle and the three stages I define. The
Market Cycle

The entire market cycle is divided into three parts. The first is the bull market defined as a time when
stock prices are generally rising. The bull market is further separated into two sections: the Dynamic
Phase and the Trading Phase. The final stage is the bear market, which is an extended period of price
declines. Here are some points to remember:
1. The bull market lasts three to four times longer than the bear market. That is why successful portfolio managers tend to be optimists. Since the market is rising most of the time, being positive
means you will be right most of the time.
2. Although bear markets don't last as long, the rate of price decline is more rapid, and for investors,
the experience is more frightening.
3. Third, the bear market typically does not surrender all the gains made in the preceding bull market.
That is why long-term charts of the Dow Jones Industrial Average and other market indexes rise
over time. The long-term return on common stocks in the U.S. and Canada has been around 9%+
per annum assuming reinvested dividends.
4. Also, it is worth noting that although I am using one standard model for a market cycle, each one
is unique. The length and the rate of change will be different from cycle to cycle.

The next chart illustrates the trends in each phase:
1. In the Dynamic Phase of the bull market, the rate of return is the highest. This is the phase where
buy and hold works best.

2. During the Trading Phase, the corrections become larger and more frequent, but the returns remain
positive. In the Trading Phase, the opportunities for higher profit from trading exist. As I said in the
original report, during the Trading Phase, more new issues are brought to market. This is the stage
at which many new companies are underwritten as the investor appetite for speculative stocks is
higher.
3. The bear market decline is often steeper and shorter. However, as I said in my first report, this is
the stage at which investors feel the greatest stress. As behavioral science has established in
recent years, "loss aversion" means for most people, it is better not to lose $1 than to make a $1.
Some studies show that you need a profit of $2 to offset the psychological effect of a $1 loss.

A key message is the roll-over to the next phase is not instantaneous. In fact, in a way, the Trading Phase
is the transition from a Dynamic Phase to a Bear Market. So if we consider we are currently about to roll
over from the Dynamic Phase to the Bear Market, the actual Bear Market could still be a year off. Of
course, it could come sooner than that.

The characteristics of each phase dictate how you should manage your investments.
1. In the Dynamic Phase, prices are predominantly upwards. When corrections or setbacks occur,
they tend to be relatively brief, and the declines are small. For larger markets such as the New
York Stock Exchange and the Toronto Stock Exchange, corrections on the major indexes will not
often go over 5%, and they need to approach 10% before anyone worries. In the more volatile
cannabis sector, this is likely more like 10% and 20%, respectively. This is the time to buy as much
as you can and hold on. For now, that time has passed.
2. In the Trading Phase, corrections in the overall markets will frequently exceed 10%, and for cannabis stocks, that should translate into 20% or more. The markets are more volatile and corrections
more frequent. For portfolios, it is a time to take some profits on strength and nibble at stocks on
weakness. If you buy less and sell more, you will build cash over time. Readers will probably recognize these features in the cannabis stock market over the previous nine months and hopefully
you have accumulated some cash.

3. Bear markets using a rule of thumb definition for the major markets is a decline in the leading
indexes of over 20%. Cannabis stocks are considerably more volatile, so the decline might be 40%
to 50% during a bear market.

In February 2018, I reported that we were in the transition from the Dynamic Phase to the Trading Phase
(oval to the left). Now I think we are in transition from the Trading Phase to the Bear Market. Note that I
am still not trying to forecast the market. So I use a large oval instead of a small dot to identify where we
are. However, I am willing to go so far as to say I think we are still in the cannabis bull market and the
trend over the short term will be positive. However, the cannabis group has experienced some sharp
fluctuations and so we have to adjust.
On Seeking Alpha eight months ago, I suggested readers build some cash in portfolios. If you follow me
on The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio, you will see I have 25%+ cash. Given the recent drop in cannabis stocks, which I think is still volatility on the downside in the Trading Market, I am looking at a couple
of new stocks that have come down a lot in price that will be very attractive at current levels. If I buy a
couple of new names and reduce my cash to 10% to 15% in the short run, the plan will be to raise the
cash to around 35% in the next rally.
What's Next?
We are close to the bottom of a sharp correction in the cannabis stocks. Since the middle of October, the
Marijuana North American Index is down 29%, the Canadian Cannabis Composite Index is down 29%
and the New Cannabis Ventures Global Cannabis Stock Index is down 26%. By our definition, this qualifies as a correction in the Trading Phase of the cannabis stock market cycle.
Could this turn into the Bear Market? It's possible. The fact of the matter is the cannabis stocks need an
"event" to spur a recovery. We think the odds favor such an event. There have been many rumors of
another major outside-the-industry investment into one of the leading cannabis stocks such as Aurora
Cannabis (NYSE:ACB) or Aphria (NYSE:APHA). Finally, it is rumored that President Trump will propose
a new policy toward cannabis that will make medical cannabis legal in the U.S. and allow states to determine local policies on recreational marijuana. So there is a reasonable likelihood of a positive event in
the next six months.
Although the odds favor a positive event, in my view, there are a couple of potential clouds on the horizon.
These are longer-term issues.
Although the next Canadian federal election is still a year away (October 21, 2019), the pro-cannabis
Liberal Government has fallen behind the anti-cannabis Conservatives in the latest polls. Although it is
almost inconceivable that it has happened, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has frittered away a massive
amount of political goodwill, and it is possible he could lose the next election. When I asked Vic Neufeld,
Chief Executive Offer of Aphria, what would happen if the Conservatives win the next election, he provided an opinion with which I agree. Neufeld said:

1. The Liberal Prime Minister has behaved in a way that could explain the poll result. But his actions
and the polls could change in a year.
2. In any case, Neufeld said he did not believe a Conservative government will revoke legalization.
Subsequently, Andrew Scheer, the leader of the opposition, said in an unconvincing manner that
a Conservative government will not make cannabis illegal again.
In my opinion, if the Conservatives maintain or increase their lead in the polls as we move toward Canada's next federal election, that will be reflected negatively in the cannabis stocks. If the Conservatives are
elected, investors will not wait around to find out what the new government will do. They will probably sell
in the days immediately leading up to and following the election. This could be a bear market triggering
event.
Another issue in my mind is the potential for a scandal to hit the cannabis group. Given the massive
amount of capital that has been raised and spent by cannabis companies, the potential certainly exists.
As I talk to people in the industry, the number of rumors floating around out there reminds me that where
there's smoke, there is fire, and the more smoke there is, the more likely there is a fire. Obviously, a
scandal will upset the fragile optimism of investors and send the market lower.
Recommended Company Updates
This report is a follow-up to my original Seeking Alpha article Where are We In the Cannabis Stock Market
Cycle published in February 2018.
1. Back then I concluded we were transitioning from the Dynamic Phase to the Trading Phase of the
cannabis stock market cycle. For the past eight months, we have seen the characteristics of the
Trading Phase that I described: greater volatility and a lower rate of return. I think it is fair to conclude we are now firmly entrenched in the Trading Phase of the cycle.
2. Looking at the cannabis stocks today, I think we are still in the Trading Phase but also transitioning
into the Bear Market. I see several factors that could trigger the next rally in the Trading Phase
including a unilateral move by President Trump to legalize medical marijuana in the new year or
another investment into a Canadian major Licensed Producer by big pharma, alcohol or non-alcoholic beverage company or tobacco.
3. Looking further ahead toward the end of 2019, I can also see events that could trigger a Bear
Market Phase. The most serious is the possibility that the Canadian Federal Liberal Party could
lose the next election to the staunchly anti-cannabis Conservative government that has actually
moved ahead in the latest poll. The other factor I can foresee is a major scandal which almost
seems inevitable given the billions of dollars that have been raised and is being spent in the industry.
4. Between now and then, whenever that may be, portfolios should continue to raise cash. I advised
this in the February report, but it wouldn't surprise me if many investors haven't raised cash yet.
Well, it's not too late. As we move ahead, take advantage of any price rallies to take some profits
to hold as cash. In the Cannabis Report Model Portfolio that I run, I have followed my own advice
and have around 27% in cash.
5. As the market has corrected recently, I will use some cash to add to stocks that have dropped in
price. In the next rally, I will take some profits and expect to end up with 30%+ in cash. I will continue
forward buying on dips and selling on bounces until by next fall, the cash position should approach
a defensive 50% or so.
Here is an update on the stocks I have been covering here on Seeking Alpha:

Ascent Industries (OTC:PGTMF) [CSE:ASNT] is licensed to produce cannabis and extracts and has applied for a controlled drugs license. In the U.S., ASNT is licensed for production, processing and wholesale distribution of cannabis in Oregon and Nevada. Operations currently include facilities in these areas.
I have favored ASNT since it went public in August 2018. However, I held off writing it up on Seeking
Alpha because the shares shot up in price. Recently, ASNT reported a problem of a record-keeping nature
in a recent inspection by Health Canada that has suspended certain of its licenses. The situation is expected to be rectified shortly. At that time I plan to make a more complete report.

Aphria is one of the "big three" Canadian cannabis companies. Aphria has distinguished itself with
aboveaverage financial results and is about to become the third Canadian Licensed Producer to list on
the New York Stock Exchange. In addition, it is probably one of the top two takeover targets of the cannabis group. A frequent rumor is Altria (NYSE:MO) buying a minority stake in the company. I recently
heard Chief Executive Office Vic Neufeld speak in Frankfurt, Germany, and I am convinced management
remains solid.
It seems good things are in store for APHQF (or APHA) when it begins to trade on the Big Board.

Canopy Growth (OTC:CGC) remains one of my picks in the Licensed Producer group. In my original
Seeking Alpha article in late 2016, I referred to CGC as an "ETF Surrogate" and I stand by that two years
later. CGC set the cannabis world on fire a year ago when Constellation Brands (NYSE:STZ) purchased
a 9.9% interest in CGC in the first major cross-industry investment into the cannabis industry. Then, in
August 2018, STZ invested another U.S. $4 billion into CGC raising its interest to 38%. CGC has been a
constant industry leader including the move to international markets. Given it has a giant war chest, CGC
is likely to continue in its leadership role.

Khiron Life Sciences (OTCQB:KHRNF) [TSXV:KHRN] operates in Colombia as a vertically diversified
cannabis company with plans to become a dominant force in Latin America. The local cost structure will
make KHRN one of the lowest cost producers of high-quality medical cannabis. KHRN is diversifying
horizontally initially into Chile. It has diversified vertically acquiring medical clinics in Bogota (ILANS) and
launching a CBD-based cosmetics line, Kuida, targeting the specific needs of Latin American women.
Recently, Vicente Fox, former president of Mexico and CEO of Coca-Cola Mexico, joined the Board.
When the current exercise of $1.20 warrants is completed, I expect the stock to rebound smartly.

Lexaria Bioscience (OTCQX:LXRP) has significant potential because it out-licenses a disruptive and
costeffective technology, DehydraTECHTM, that promotes healthier administration methods, lower overall
dosing and higher effectiveness of ingestible drugs and other beneficial molecules such as CBD, THC,
nicotine, certain vitamins and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. What separates LXRP from its competitors is a portfolio of patents and patents pending in over 40 countries. In addition, the benefits of
DehydraTECHTM have been established in a number of scientific clinical trials with humans and animals.
LXRP has the potential to sign an agreement that will launch it into an entirely new level.

Organigram (OTCQX:OGRMF) is a licensed producer. OGRMF is one of the lowest-cost Canadian producers at under $1.00 per gram. With its organic certification reinstated, around 10% of its output will
again be organic. In addition, it has funded an aggressive international growth plan that should establish
it in markets around the world. Because the stock is comparatively undervalued, OGI is a name that
always comes up when takeover targets are mentioned. This likelihood has probably increased since the
stock has declined in the recent correction. With strong management, OBRMF is a relatively low risk
investment in the cannabis space.

Radient Technologies (OTC:RDDTF) uses its core technology, Microwave Assisted Processing, or MAP,
to produce extracts from cannabis providing substantially higher yields and purity when compared to
competitors. Aurora Cannabis is an investor in RDDTF and is ACB's initial "Extraction as a Service" customer. Other Canadian licensed producers have also become clients of RDDTF. In addition, RDDTF's
technology can be used to extract CBD from hemp. I believe oils and extracts is a very high-growth sector
in the highgrowth cannabis industry. I look on RDDTF as a lower-risk, junior company operating in a high
growth area of the cannabis industry.

Sunniva (OTCQB:SNNVF): The market has put SNNVF in the penalty box for being too aggressive in its
estimates on the completion of the California campus and the timing and financing of construction in
Canada. To me, however, as long as SNNVF continues to fulfill its milestones, the timing becomes less
important. The plan to spin out the Canadian assets is still in place and the timing is looking better and
better considering what is going on in the U.S. I have hitched my star to management, and I think that will
prove to have been the right thing to do.
Conclusion: I conclude the recent correction is part of the Trading Phase and not the Bear Market for
cannabis stocks. If that is correct, the case can be made for buying any of these stocks. For more cautious
investors, I think companies such as Aphria, Canopy Growth, Organigram, and Radient fit the bill. For
investors who are more focused on higher returns with greater volatility, Khiron and Lexaria are the way
to go. Sunniva is a somewhat smaller, developing company, but I think its market action during the recent
correction is a strong indication that it is oversold. So SNNVF offers an attractive combination of higher
upside potential with less downside risk from current levels. Finally, Ascent Industries is an attractive,
well-managed company, and once the issues with Health Canada are resolved, I would be an aggressive
buyer.

Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within
the next 72 hours.
I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other
than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned
in this article.
Additional disclosure: I have options to buy 150,000 shares of KHRN that I received in consideration of
work done for the company prior to going public. I do not receive compensation from the company at this
time.
Editor's Note: This article discusses one or more securities that do not trade on a major U.S. exchange.
Please be aware of the risks associated with these stocks.
Sunniva - Here Is What I Think You Should Do Now.
Summary
 Sunniva's stock has been falling like a stone.
 I have spent a lot of time assessing the situation and coming up with an answer to the question, "What
do we do now?"
 What follows is my answer and how I arrived at it.
I address the situation with Sunniva which everyone knows has been falling more rapidly than most
in a generally declining cannabis stock market. Believe me I have spent many hours in the past 48 in
contemplation of what to do next. I have asked myself all the questions you have asked and more. I
have also spoken to and exchanged emails with management. In addition, I have carefully reflected
on previous occasions in which a stock badly underperformed my expectations.
Most of you know that in my investment decision making, management always ranks at the top. Sunniva is no exception and this is an excellent example why it is such an important asset for investors.
When things do not work out as expected, I am comforted by the fact that people like Dr. Anthony
Holler, Leith Pedersen, David Negus and the others I have met are going to work every day. I know
they are going in every morning, probably earlier during these difficult times. They are working to
progress the Business Plan. And many days of the week they are probably staying later than usual.
Some of you may recall 18, months ago, when Organigram got caught up in the myclobutanil contamination
problem. The stock was a recommendation of mine and it was falling in price in a generally strong cannabis
market. Although many didn’t, I stuck with management and remained positive. Investors who didn’t sell
out then are very happy today. In fact, I just read that Organigram is one of the few cannabis stocks that is
up in price since the recent peak in cannabis stock prices in January.
Am I unhappy the stock has gone down in price? Of course I am. I am pissed. Am I sorry I
recommended the stock? No I am not! Many people have asked over the years why I do not typically
own shares in companies I recommend. It is for times like this. It allows me to assess situations
like this with far less emotion clouding my decision making.
There is only one question you need to ask yourself about Sunniva today. Will management successfully follow through on their business plan? If your answer is yes you should continue to own your

shares and buy more if it suits your circumstances. If your answer is no, you probably shouldn’t have
purchased the shares in the first place. And if you don’t own Sunniva yet, now is a great time to
initiate holdings. I remain confident that as long as management continues to build the company,
shareholders will be rewarded.
There are signs of panic selling in Sunniva’s stock. People seem to be selling because the stock has
been falling and they are afraid it will keep falling. As investment gurus say during trying times like
this, two emotions drive the market – fear and greed. We can all learn a valuable less from Warren
Buffett who said, “Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when others are fearful.” The Sunniva market is driven by fear right now and it is a great time to be buying.
Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within
the next 72 hours.

Canadian Legalization: What's Next For Cannabis Stocks?
On June 19, 2018, the Canadian Senate passed The Cannabis Act 52 to 29. The rest of the approval process
will be completed before the end of the week.
I think the regulations favor the Licensed Producers. My picks at this time are Canopy Growth, Organigram,
and Sunniva.
I forecast the smaller, more aggressive company shares will also do well in the months ahead. I favor Khiron,
Lexaria, and Radient.
With the attainment of successive milestones, I believe the cannabis stocks will move higher in the weeks
and months ahead.
This might be the last obvious opportunity to profit from the ownership of cannabis stocks. The conclusion
is to buy now.
By a vote of 52 to 29, Bill C-45 The Cannabis Act overcame its final hurdle when it was approved by
the Canadian Senate. The bill now returns to the House of Commons where it will be passed and
then goes for a largely ceremonial Royal Assent after which it will be the law of the land. This will all
be completed before the end of the week after which the House goes on summer recess. It is not
scheduled to sit again until September 17, 2018.
The popular press did its best to create a controversy where there was none. The opposition Conservatives stalled the proceedings as long as they could, but the risk of the bill being defeated was
always close to zero. All the same, Canopy Growth (NYSE:CGC) shares were trading $1.00 higher
at the $33 level for a gain of
3.1% in after-hours trading. Cronos Group (OTC:CRON) traded up $.205 at $7.06 per share for a gain of
3.0% after hours.

As the LTB Marijuana Composite Index shows, the cannabis stocks stumbled into the legalization
verdict. In fact, as was reported in the Let's Toke Business newsletter, in the past six weeks, the
index changed direction every week ending up virtually unchanged.

We have called for a cannabis stock market rally in the lead up to legalization and advised, if the
political shenanigans in the Senate created some investor uncertainty resulting in market weakness,
we would use that as an opportunity to buy. We still think that way. Now that politics of passing the
bill are over, we believe attention will turn to companies that are positioned to benefit the most from
legalization. The one group that we see as the leaders in the Canadian industry are the Licensed
Producers. The pattern of trading in these stocks has been similar to the overall index as the LTB
Licensed Producer Composite Index illustrates:

Comparing the two charts visually, the results may appear to be almost the same. But the reality is different
in one very important way:

This chart plots the performance of the LTB Licensed Producers relative to the LTB Marijuana
Composite. When this graph rises to the right, it means the LP stocks are outperforming the typical
Canadian cannabis stock, and that has clearly been the case. We expect this trend to continue in the
near-term aftermath of legalization being approved.

My top selections among the LPs have been:
Canopy Growth: (TSX: WEED) I have long advised that if you can only own one cannabis stock,
Canopy is the one. In my view, Canopy has the best management, a well-diversified portfolio of cannabis assets both nationally and internationally, and it continues to lead the way for the industry. A
recent example is the listing on the New York Stock Exchange. This is a stock I think you can buy
and put in your safety deposit box for your grandchildren.
Organigram Holdings: (TSXV: OGI) (OTCQB:OGRMF) was actually my first recommendation in the
cannabis industry. Again, much of my confidence was based on the abilities of venture capitalist and
founder Denis Arsenault who justified my assessment when he had the good sense to turn over the
operations to a carefully selected management team at the appropriate time. Since then, OGI moved
quickly to fill the most obvious missing part of their puzzle by raising $100 million and starting an
international expansion.
Sunniva: (CSE: SNN) (OTCQX:SNNVF) I am upgrading Sunniva a bit as they are not yet an LP in
Canada but are well on their way with their development at Okanagan Falls in British Colombia. They
are a licensed grower in the State of California where they will harvest their first crop this year. In
addition, their subsidiary Natural Health Services features 95,000 medical marijuana patients or almost a 35% market share. We see SNN having the potential to be a leader in California and Canada,
the two largest cannabis markets in the world. Again, SNN has outstanding management notably Dr.
Anthony Holler who, as CEO, built and sold ID Biomedical to GlaxoSmithKline (NYSE:GSK) for $1.7
billion.
Here is a look at the recent performance of the LTB Low-Priced Composite Index. This is a group of
lessdeveloped companies combined with more speculative common shares. While the price performance of this group is interesting, what is more useful to me is the fact that it provides a reading of
investor psychology. If the stocks are exceptionally strong, it is indicative of a high level of speculative
optimism. This often happens at a time when stock prices overall are high. Conversely, if prices are
exceptionally weak, it signals a low point in overall stock prices.

By lagging the other cannabis stocks in the past six months, this index tells me that there is little, if any,
speculative excess in the market. Without question, I think we will have such a period of "irrational exuberance" to use a phrase coined many years ago by Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan before
this cycle is over. This means there will be a strong rally in the smaller companies.
My top selections in the smaller, less developed group are:
Khiron Life Sciences: (TSXV: KHRN) is a medical cannabis grower in Colombia. KHRN has commenced growing legal, high-grade cannabis in Colombia. I believe KHRN will produce pharmaceutical
grade cannabis at a cost that cannot be approached in Canada, the United States, or other developed
countries. Again, management is the key. KHRN has a strong Colombian team led by CEO Alvaro
Torres with contributions from Canadians, including CFO Darren Collins and Director Mark Monaghan. As a result, I believe KHRN embodies the characteristics that will shape the world cannabis
industry for years to come that is, growing cannabis in regions of the world that have better weather
and lower costs. KHRN's potential will be realized over the next few months as more investors become aware of their operation. Lexaria Bioscience: (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX:LXRP) has developed and
out-licenses a disruptive and costeffective technology called DehydraTECH™ that promotes healthier
administration methods, lower overall dosing and higher effectiveness of fat soluble ingestible drugs
and other beneficial molecules. Among others, LXX holds U.S. patents for cannabis, vitamins, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and nicotine. Recent test results disclosed a remarkable result with
nicotine, and since then, the company has been structuring itself to take advantage of a licensing
agreement(s) with the pharmaceutical and tobacco industries. LXX has been one of my longest and
most successful recommendations, and I don't think the positive results are close to being over.
Radient Technologies: (TSXV: RTI) (OTC:RDDTF) extracts natural compounds from a range of biological materials using its Microwave Assisted Processing or MAP™ technology, a patented platform
that provides superior customer outcomes in terms of ingredient purity, yield, and cost. RTI serves
market leaders in the pharmaceutical, food, beverage, natural health and personal care industries.
For some time, I have favored the cannabis oil outlook where RTI fits in perfectly. Aurora Cannabis
(TSX: ACB)(OTCQX:ACBFF) that recently acquired CanniMed and is about to close the acquisition
of MedReleaf (OTCPK:MEDFF) has a 15.9% strategic investment in RTI. I continue to like RTI's
prospects and expect excellent results in 2018-2019. Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks
mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within the next 72 hours.
Disclosure: I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business relationship with any company
whose stock is mentioned in this article.
Additional disclosure: I was compensated for consulting work for Khiron Life Sciences and have warrants
to buy 150,000 shares. I am no longer employed or compensated by them.
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